
The Nation’s Digital Personal 
Assistant for Government.

Citizen-Centric By Design

Proven & Easy to Adapt

It’s a fact: citizens feel confused about where to turn for their required interactions with 

government, especially when dealing with multiple agencies.  Gov2Go is the first personal 

assistant for government that delivers essential federal, state, and local government services  

and secure one-click payments to citizens quickly and easily via the devices they use today

Gov2Go brings together all of your citizens’ interactions – at every level of government – 

onto one convenient platform in a way that is personalized, timely, and relevant.  Gov2Go 

enables you to deliver exactly what citizens are asking for: transactions and secure 

payments that are quick, easy, and stress-free. 

Gov2Go is more than a future vision of government – it is being used today by almost a million 

citizens across the country. Key services are available in all 50 states, and governments are 

continually adding unique services to the Gov2Go platform to benefit their constituents. 

Gov2Go is a platform that can be quickly implemented at low cost and without signicant 

operational impact to existing government infrastructure.  It is also designed to evolve and expand 

to support the energing technologies and delivery channels of tomorrow. 

Half of citizens responding to a recent national survey* do not understand which services are 
provided by different levels of government.

33% said they are confused about how federal, state, and local government is structured.  

50%
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*April 2018 - University of Utah
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Gov2Go Delivers

Gov2Go Consolidates

Gov2Go Learns

Gov2Go Tracks

Gov2Go Notifies

Gov2Go Completes

Learn how you can join the Gov2Go national platform and offer your citizens a new and 
stress-free government experience. Visit egov.com/gov2go.

user-friendly functionality to all of the devices 
your citizens already use.

government services and information your 
citizens need in once convenient place.

about citizens and builds a personal profile 
that identifies the services they need.

upcoming government interactions on a 
dynamic timeline.

citizens of their upcoming deadlines and 
prompts them to take action.

transactions with one-click secure payments 
and stores confirmations and important 
documents.  

Bringing Simplicity to Government Services
Across All Your Favorite Devices.


